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February 5, 2011

Mr. Reg Karg, Chairman
Riga Township Planning Commission
12164 Riga Hwy.
Ottawa Lake, MI 49267
Mr. Karg.
On request of interested parties in Riga Township, I am writing to provide
impottant information about siting wind turbines to protect pubUc health with an
adequate margin of safety . 1 am a Member of the [nstitute of Noise Control
Engineering with over thirty years of experience in acoustics including many
years working in industlial power generation noise control. I have conducted
independent studies of wind turbine noise including actual field measurements of
operating wind turbines in the State of Maine over the last year, where significant
community reaction bas occurred near w ind turbine facilities equipped with
smaller wind nu·bines than proposed for the Riga Township.
I understand that there have been sugges tions of using a wind turbine noise limjt
of 45 dBA at a distance of 1300 feet or so in Riga Township. Experience in New
England has proven that these noise levels at these distances for wind turbines
sited in rural areas are associated with s ignificant adverse community reactions,
widespread complaints, appeals to stop the noise, and legal action. Wben shing
large industrial wind tmbines in quiet rural areas, lower maxinmm noise levels
and farther distances are recommended to prevent adverse community reaction
and protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety.
Tllis letter presents a discussion of community reactions to noise, guidelines for
appropriate maximum permissible noise limits in rural areas, measured noise
levels versus distance and observed cmnmunity responses. I appreciate yow·
consideration of this letter and believe you will find this information useful in
your determinations ofhow to protect the health and welfare of Riga Township.
Please call me if you have any ques tions.
Respectfully submitted,

~
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Community reactions to noise
People react to changes in noise level and to unusual or unpredictable noise
character. People respond to the change in the sound level from the background
to which they are accustomed, as follows:
Figure 1. Estimated Community Response to Noise Increase
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In rural areas (such as Riga Township) it is generally round that background
sound levels in the absence of industrial noise, traffic or insects falls in around
35 dBA or lower dwing the day and 25 dBA or lower at night. An adverse
community response could occur if a new and unfanuliar noise source was
introduced at night at levels of35 elBA or higher in a quiet mral area.

In contrast for example, consider Hull Massachusetts. a city that experiences
pervasive noise from auto traffic and aircraft flyovers from Logan Airp011, with
typical background sound levels of 40 to 55 dBA at night [ 1]. With two large
industrial wind turbines operating in Hull and sited close to residential
neighborhoods, there are few or no complaints from the wind turbine noise there.
Does this make sense? Actually, it does. Hull experiences urban and aircraft
sow1d levels that are much higher than those found in rural areas.
Let's say that a wind turbine produces a sound level of 45 dBA at 1300 feet. Tn a

rural area with a nighttjme background sound level of 25 dBA or less, the
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increase is 20 dBA and the expected community reaction is strong, with
"Vigorous Community Action" ranging to "Threats of Conununity Action" and
"Widespread Complaints" with fat1her distances from the wind turbine. ln
contrast, in an urban residential area like HulL Massachusetts, wi th background
sound levels similar to or higher than the wind turbines (depend ing on distance)
and a sow1d signature similar to jet aircraft, there may be no perceptible noise
change at nearby residential neighborhoods due to the wind turbine a nd thus, no
reaction.
Noise ctiteria for noise-producing facilities
Noise-producing facilities are usually required to meet certain noise limits or
''criteria" when operating in order to protect the welfare of nearby residents. In
many cases criteria are taken directly from local ordinances or State regulations
that specify noise limits at specific locations such as property lot lines. However
''just meeting" these limits may not prevent an adverse community reaction,
depending on the apparent loud ness of the noise source when compared to the
existing expected background sound lev.els.
By now most people are aware of the reports of adverse community reactions
near some wind tw·bine facilities. From investigations made around New
England, adverse community reactions appear to occur mostly when there are
residential homes in quiet rural areas within a mile or so of a wind turbine facility.
The noise limits for these sites are always above 35 dBA. Coincidence? No.
Many ordinances and regulations in the United States developed in the last thirty
years took their guidance from the EPA's 1974 "Levels Document" [2] and used
the EPA's "guideline" of the Ldn55 (55 dBA day, 45 dBA night), maximum
pemlissible sound level (for urban residential areas) as a noise limit or criterion,
whether the ordinance or regulation was app lied to urban residential, rmal, or
wilderness areas. In developing its guide lines. the EPA's primary focus (as
expressed in the Levels Docw11ent) was on preventing hearing loss and speech
interference, writing that "The level of 55 dB [note: Ldn- 55 dBA day, 45 dBA

night} is identtfied as maximum level compatible with adequate speech
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communication indoors and outdoors. With respect to complaints and long-Term
annoyance, this level is clearly a maximum serving a large majority of the
population. However spec~fic local situations, attitudes and conditions may
make lower levels desirable for some locations."

The ''large majority" that the EPA wrote of can be seen below in Figure 2. Ofthe
roughly 214 million people living in the US in 1974, some /00 million lived in
areas with existing background sound levels above Ldn 55. Over I 0 million lived
with background sound levels above Ldn 70.
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For those living with elevated background sound levels in urban areas, the EPA's
guideline of a maximum Ldn 55 was well positioned to assure no hearing loss,
nor any speech interference within a reasonable speaking distance. However. ror
the some I 00 million people living outside urban areas, with existing background
sound levels he/ow Ldn 55, the EPA's guideline has no prote<.:tive effect. Indeed,
the use of Ldn 55 as a "permitted" maximum level can serve to degrade the
acoustic envjronment in quiet rural and v. ildemess areas by allowing much higher
intrusive sound levels where ex isting background sound levels were much lower.
This was nel'er the EPA's intel1l.
For an urban residential area like Hull, a 45-dBA nightime limit (the nightirne
limit in Ldn55) could be effective at producing a "No Reaction" conununity
response. However, if a criteria of 45 d BA were selected for a rural area with
minimum background sound levels of25 dBA or less, that allows a 20 dB
increase over the pre-existing night time levels. TI1e predicted community
reaction would be strong and adverse, and the ordinance would not be
experienced as a protection to weU-being in the much quieter rural setting.
With this general framework now presented to you, how can communi ty reactions
to wind turbine sound levels be assessed and appropriate criteria developed for
rural areas such as Riga Township? Fortunately there is an established method
for dete1111ining community reaction to noise.
Noise impact assessment: EPA
The USEPA 's 1974 '·Levels Document" recognized the range of community
reactions in different areas and presented a well-researched conununity reaction
prediction methodology, sometimes referred to as the "Nom1alized Ldn" method
for noise impac t assessment. The EPA noise impact assessment method includes
correction factors for background sound level, previous experience to the noise
and sound character in terms of impulsive noise (Attachment I). The community
impact reaction can be predicted for wind turbines located in quiet areas with the
EPA methodology. Using the EPA's modeling corrections allow the reviewer to
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account for the features of w ind turbine noise that distinguish it from other noise
sources.
Figure D-7 in Attachment 1 shows the EPA normalized Ldn values with no
corrections. The process used fo r this revie'"' ana lysis starts with converting the

EPA's Ldn data to Leq (the energy-average sound level). To convert the EPA
data from Ldn to Leq, a 6 dB factor is employed ass uming steady operation day
and night. For example, Ldn 51 equals an Leq of 45 dBA for a steady-state noise
source. Then, the community noise impact assessment for a wind turbine facility
uses the following normalizing COJTection facto rs to the EPA's data to bring them
into an Leq chart:
0 dB for year round operation,
10 dB for being located in a quiet or rural area,
5 dB for no prior experience and,
5 dB for tonal or impuls ive character.

With the convers ion to Leq and the correction factors applied, the E PA data now
appear at the nonnalized Leq va lues shown in Figure 3. Now, the predicted wind
turbine Leq can be assessed directly wit h the EPA's norma lized data, which is
now expressed in a normalized Leq with assodated nonnalized community
reactions. Figure 3 shows the Leq noise level on the 'X-axis' and normalized EPA
community react ions on the • Y -axis,. TI1e community reaction is determined by
finding, as an example, the proposed 45 dBA on the figure as show n and moving
straight up the chart to find the occtuTences of community reaction. The Leq 45
value actually intersects the normalized community reactions at two reaction
levels: "Strong appeals to stop the noise" and the highest level •(Vigorous action''.
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Figure 3 - Community Impact Assessment
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The EPA method indicates that the 45-d BA Linlit suggested for nearest neighbors
in the quiet areas of Riga Township is assoc iated w ith the EPA-based normalized
community impact reactions of "Strong Appea ls To Stop Noise" to "Vigorous
Community Action." The proper way to design noise-producing fac ilities is to
perfonn a communi ty noise impact assessment to e nsure that noise emissions
result in "No Reaction" or no more than "Sporadic Complaints."
How can the EPA's guideline ofldn 55 (55 dBA day, 45 dBA night) be adjusted
for no ise impacts from wind turbines in the quiet, rura l setting? Accounti ng for
ALL the correction factors in the EPA's co mmunity react ion assessment method

as discussed above, the resulting total correction of 20 dB leads to the conclusion
that the EPA's maximum permissible noise limits should be adjusted downward
from their urban residential guideline of Ldn 55 to a rural Ldn 35, or 35 dBA,
day and 25 dBA, night. These levels are consistent with background sound levels
nonnally found in rural areas and would be expected to produce "No Reaction."
If a criterion were developed by making EPA's 10 dB correction from urban

residential to rural, without considering the impact of I) a new noise and 2) the
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impulsive, low-frequency sound character, it follows that the EPA's Ldn 55 (55
day, 45 night) maximum perrnissible noise limits would be corrected to Ldn 45,
with a night limit not to exceed 35 dBA. The predicted community reaction at the
nearest neighbors could be "Sporadic Complaints'' to "Widespread Complaints".

Does a maximum permissible limit of 45 dBA provide adequate provision to
prevent an adverse noise impact from the wind turbines on public welfare (wellbeing) in rural areas? The answer is c learly, no, and this is why.
Figure 3 includes the results of independent wind turbine noise research by
Pedersen & Waye in 2004 (3]. Their data confirm that there can be an adverse
community reaction, with associated activity interference, inc luding and
especiall y sleep interference. for w ind tUl·bine noise levels above 32 dBA in rural
areas. It should be noted that Pedersen & Waye data included on Figure 3 were
obtained around multiple wind turbine sites with sizes ranging from 150kw to
600kw, much smaller than the Yestas Y 100 wind turbines proposed for Riga
Township. The original Pedersen & Waye chart is provided as Figure 4 below
showing the adverse community response ramping up quick.Jy starting around 32
dBA, a full/ 0 dB below the level where an adverse response from transportation
noise starts up.

Figure 4- Wind turbine noise compared to transportation
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When the wind turbine sound level increases from 35 to 42 dBA, Pedersen &
Waye found that increasingly. 6 to 45 percent of the community were highly
annoyed, with the associated adverse health effects of "psychological distress,
~tress,

d([/iculties to fall asleep a/1{1 sleep interruption. "[4]. Their 2004 best-fit
equation s uggests the potential for most of the community to be highly annoyed
for noise levels around 45 dBA. This inference is noted in this lener's Fim.tre
2 as
......
a light ex tension through 45 dBA. The Pedersen & Waye research strongly
suggests that w ind turbine noise levels at 45 dBA in the quiet rural areas will
result in the highest possible negative community response, with essentially all
who can be affected highly annoyed, and the associated adverse health effects
and activity interferences noted.
When the EPA and Pedersen & Waye assessments are taken together, there is
stro ng evidence that the state of well-being (welfare) and being in a state of
"high~r

annoyed' cannot coexist.

Have such adverse community noise reactions been observed near wind turbine
facilities in quiet mral areas? Yes. Operating sou nd levels compi led for Mars
f Iill, Maine as well as field data acquired at Freedom, Maine and Vinalhaven,

Maine have been charted for community reaction with so und level versus distance
and, these clearly illustrate community reactions to those s ites we ll known from
news reports as correlated with the predicted community reactions from the EPA
method. The char1s are provided in Attachment 2.
What criteria to use?
A 45-dBA noise limit at 1/4 mile or so appears to be ineffective to prevent an
adverse community reaction or protect public welfare at nearest neighbors from
\\ ind turbine noise in quiet rural areas. As a Member of INCE, I am pledged to
protect public health as outlined in the INCE Canon of Ethics. The first
Fundamental Canon reads as follows.

I. !fold paramount the safety. health and we(jctre of the public.
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Therefore, suitable criteria should be sought.
The US defunded its Office ofNoise Abatement in the early 1980s and has had
marginal over ight on noise issues since then, primarily aircraft noise. However it
is a member of the World Health Organization and we may look to the WHO and

its concerted work over the last fifteen years to establish noise guidelines for
public health. In 2009 the WHO-Ew·ope published guidelines for outdoor noise
levels in residentia l areas, based on comprehensive peer review of medical
evidence of health effects from noise (5]. WI-10-Emope published a yearly
average sound level of 30 dBA, night, outdoors is the level below which there are
no observed health effects, the "No Observed Effects Level" or NOEL. Above
the 30 dBA NOEL health effects including sleep disturbance were found, mild at
lower levels for healthy individuals and more adver e with higher levels for
"vulnerable groups"; children. the elderly, and people with disease or pre-existing
health conditions. Above 40 dBA the "No Observed Adverse Effects Level"
(NOAEL), adverse health impacts are clearly evident and more severe for
vulnerable groups.
Whi le there has been debate among acousticians as to how to correlate WHO's
2009 yearly-averaged noise level guidel ines to a wind turbine noise level and
unique sound character that fluctuates minute to minute depend ing on wind speed.
wind shear, and other factors, there can be little question that adverse health
impacts arc certain for average noise levels above 40 dBA and health effects
including sleep disturbance are possible with average noise levels above 30 dBA.

It doesn't take a year to decide if recurring sleep loss is a problem. Most people
have experienced fatigue and other health effects from one poor night's sleep, or
perhaps a few nights of interrupted sleep. Some living near wind turbines have to
leave their homes and go to another location to get a good night's sleep. and are
unable to sell their homes to move away (Mars l lill, Freedom~ Vinalhaven).
The night noise guidelines are summarized in Figure 4 shown below.
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Figure 4. WHO 2009 Night Noise G uidelines Summa ry
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Others advocate for lower no ise limit criteria than 45 dBA
Other researchers have recommended quieter wind turbine no ise levels tha n the
45 dBA suggested for nearest ne ighbors in Riga Township. In 2006 the Hayes
McKenz ie Group, UK recommended a maximum of 33 dB A when the impulsive
cha racter is aud ible [6]. Dan Drisco ll, a recognized acous ti c professiona l
tormerly w ith the NYDEC recomme nded 33 dBA in 2009 [7]. Dr. Michael
Nissenbaum of Fort Kent, Maine conducted an independent medical control study
for residents living nea r the Mars Hill w ind turbines, with a medical
recommendation in 20 I 0 for a minimum separation distance of 2200 meters [8],
which rough ly correlates to wind turbine noise level in the mid- to high 30s dBA ,
depend ing on number of w ind turbi nes, a lignment and other factors.
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Because there are no reliable engineering noise controls at the source, the use of
separation distance may be needed to meet noise criteria. In field measurements
at operating faci lities in rural Maine (see Appendix 3 ), distances of one to two
miles were round for wind turbine noise levels or 35 dB A or lower. ln noisier
areas such as I lull, Massachusetts or near an interstate highway that is busy day
and night. adverse community reaction would emerge at higher sound levels, and
separation distances to prevent adverse reactions would be reduced.
Conclusions
l. A 45-dBA noise limit at 1/4 mile or so appears to be ineffective to prevent an
adverse community reaction or protect public welfare at nearest neighbors from
wind turbine noise in quiet rural areas. and could allow much higher sound levels
than existing. potentially provoking adverse community reaction and complaints.
2. The predicted community reaction to wind turbine noise in quiet rural areas
based on the EPA nom1alized community reaction assessment method is
"Widespread Complaints" or stronger at 34 dBA or higher.
3. When the EPA community reaction and Pedersen & Waye assessments are
taken together, there is strong evidence that the state ofwe/1-heing (welfare) and
being in a state of"highly annoyed' cannot coexist.
4. Long-tenn average intrusive noise levels over 40 dBA outside at night are
linked to adverse health effects (WHO 2009). Intrusive noise levels between 30
and 40 dBA outside at night may produce sleep interference or health effects,
especially ror health risk groups. The LOAEL of 40 dBA yearly average is the
WHO guideline for preventing for preventing adverse health effects from noise.
The NOEL of 30 dBA yearly average is the WIIO guideline below which there
are no observed health effects from noise.
5. A recommended criteria for siting wind turbines in quiet rural areas would be a
maximum pem1issible noise level of 30 to 35 dB A at nearest neighbors properties
to prevent adverse conm10nity reactions and protect public health and welfare.
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This range is co ns iste nt with a) the WHO 2009 LOAEL of 40 dBA with a
conservati ve 5 dB design safety fac tor, b) the recomme ndations of other
profess ionals, c) a design to approx imately no more than "Sporadic Complaints"
in quiet rural areas based on the EPA community reactio n assessment method,
a nd d) protecting' ulnerable groups (children, elderly, those w ith pre-existing
conditions) who may be more susceptible to sleep interference or other health
effects between 35 a nd 40 dBA.
6. Beca use there are no reliab le enginee ring noise controls at the source, the use
of adequate separation distance during fac ility planning is needed .
7. Distances of one to two miles a re needed to mee t quiet rura l noise c riteria of
35 dBA or less (based on actual sites, Attachment 3). Shorte r dista nces can be
adequate if wind turbine facil ities are located in noisy areas such as urban areas,
industrial areas or near busy highways.
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ATTACHMENT I

COMMUNITY REACTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE
Ercerpt From. h?f(mnation On Le1·els OfEndronmema/ Noise Requisite To Protect Public
Health And Wei/are With .In Adequate '\lw~rt,in O(Safety. 550'9-74-00.J, March 1974.
There are two methods of indirectly asses~ing the cumulative etlects of em ironmental noise on
people. These arc examining the reactions of individuals or groups of indiv1duals to speciJic
intruding noises. either (a) wnh respect to actions taken (complaints, suits, etc.). or (b) in
terms of responses made to social survey questionnaires. The first category. involving oven
action by individuals or groups. is summarized in this section, and key data regarding the
second category. involving responses indicating annoyance, is summarized in the next section.
In the last 25 years. many new types of noise sources have been introduced into suburban and
urban res1dent1al communities. These sources. such a jet aircraft. urban rrceways. new
industrial plams. and homeowner equipment, have created numerous community problems with
em. ironment a I no ise. These problems ha'e provtded sib,'llificant data and insight relating to
community reactton and annoyance and stimulated the development of several mdices for
measurement of the magnitude of intrudmg no 1ses.
Various U.S. Govemmcntal agencies began to investigate the relationships between aircraft
noise and its eftect on people in communities in the early 1950's. This early research resulted in
the proposal of a model by Bolt. Rosenblith and Stevens tor relating aircraft noise intrusion
and the probable community reaction. This model. first published by the Air Force. accounted
for the following seven factors:
I. Magnitude of the noise with a frequency weighting relating to human response.
2. Duration ofthe intrudmg noise.
3. Time of year (windows open or closed).
-L Time of uay noise occurs.
5. Outdoor noise level in community when the intruding noise is not present.
6. History of pnor e'\posure to the noise source and attttude tO\\ ard lis owner.
7. Exjstence of pure-tone or impulsive character in lhe noise.
Correction for these facto rs were initially made in 5 dB intervals since the magnitudes ofmany
of the corrections were based so lely on the intuition of the authors, and it was considered
difticult to asse~s the response to any greater degree or accuracy. Th1s model was incorporated
m the first Air force Land Use Planning Guide in 1957 and was later simplified tor ease of
application by the Atr Force and the F-ederal A' 1ation Administration.
Recently the day-n1ght sound level has been denved for a series of 55 communiry noise
problems to relate the normalized measured Ldn with the observed communlly reaction. The
normalizatiOn procedure foUowed the Bolt, Rosenblith and Stevens method with a few minor
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modifications. The correction factors which were added to the measured Ldn to obrain the
nomudized Ldn arc given in Table D-7. The d i!;tribution of the cases among the various noise
sources having impa~.:t on the community arc listed in Table D-8. The results are summarized in
Figure D-7.
The ''no react1on'' response in Figure D-7 correspon<.ls to a nonnalizc<.l out<.loor day-night
sound level\\ hich ranges between 50 and 61 dB \\ ith a mean of 55 dB. Th1s mean value is 5
dB below the value that was utilized for categorizing the day-night sound level for a
"residential urban community." wh.ich is the baseline category for the data Ill the figure.
Consequently. !Tom these results. it appears that no community reaction to an intruding no1se IS
expected. on the average, when the nonnaliLed day-night sound level of an idemifiable
intruding noise is approximately 5 dB Jess than the day-night souod level that exists in the
absence of the identifiable intruding noise. This conclusion is not surprising; it simply suggests
that people tend to judge the magnitude of an mlrusion v. ith reference lo the noise emironment
that exists without the presence of the intruding noise source.
The data m Figure D-7 indicate that \\ idcsprcad complaints may be expecte<.l \\hen the
normalized value of the outdoor day-night sound level of the intrudmg noise exceeds that
cx1sting without the intruding noise by approximately 5 dB, and' igorous community reaction
may be expected when the excess approaches 20 <.lB. The standard deviation of these data is
3.3 dB aboutlheir means and an envelope of +5 <.18 encloses approximately 90 percent of the
cases. Hence. this relationship between the normalized outdoor day-night sound level and
community reaction appears to be a reasonably accurate and useful tool in assessing the
probable reaction of a community to an intruding noise and in obtaining one type of measure of
the impact of an mtruding noise on a commumty.
The methodoiOh'Y applied to arrive at the correlation between normalized Ldn and community
complaint behav1or illustrated in Figure D-7 is probably the best available at present lo predict
the most likely community reaction io the U.S. Unfortunately, readiness to complain and to
take action is not necessarily an early indicator of interference with activities and annoyance
that the noise creates. The fad that correct ion tor the normal background noise level without
intruding noise results in better correlation of the data points might be interpreted to mean that
urban communities have adapted to somev\ bat higher residual noise levels that are not
perceived as interfermg or annoying. On the orher hand, it is more hkely that the higher
threshold for complaining is caused by the feeling that higher residual noise is unavoidable in
an urban community and that complaining about "normal" noise would be useless.
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Table D-7
CORRf:.CTIONS TO BE ADDED TO THE Mt.ASURI:.D DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL
(Ldn) OF INTRUDING NOISE TO OBTAIN NORMALIZED Ldn 1

Type of
Con·cction
Seasonal
CorTcction

Correctton
for Outdoor
Noise Level
Measured in
Absence or
Intruding
'\IOJ-.;e

Description
Summer (or year-round operation)

0

Winter only (or windows always closed)

-5

Quiet suburban or rural community (remote J-i·om large
cities and from industrial activity and trucking)

+10

Normal suburban community (not located near
industrial activity)

+5

Urban residential community (not immediately
adjacent to heavily traveled road!> and mdu~lrial areas)

0

No1sy urban residential community (near relati\-el}
busy roads or industrial areas)

-5

Very noisy urban residential community

-I 0

No prior experience with the intruding noise

+5

Community has had some previous exposure to
mtruding noise but little effor1 is being made to control
the noise. This correction may also be applied in a
silllation where the community has not been exposed
Correct ion
to the noise previously, but the people are aware that
tor Prev10us
bona fide efforrs are being made to control the noise.
Exposure &
Community Community has had considemblc previous exposure to
the intruding noise and the noise maker's rclat lOllS with
Auitudcs
the community nre good
Community aware that operation causing noise is very
necessary and it will nor continue indefinitely. Th1s
correction can be applied for an operation of limited
duration and under emergency circumstances.
Pure Tone
or Impulse

Amount ofCorrection
to be Added to
Measured Lon in dB

0

-5

-I 0

:-.Jo pure tone or impulsive character

0

Pure tone or impulsive character present

+5
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Table D-8
NUMBER OF COMMUNITY NOISE REACTION CASES AS A FUNCTION OF NO ISE
SOURCE TYPE AND REACTJON CATEGORY
Community Reaction Categories
Type of Source

Transporrat ion vehicles.
including:
Aircraft operations
Local traffic
Freeway
Rail
Auto race track

Vigorous Threats
ofLegal Action

\Vide Spread
Complaints

6

2

No Reaction or Total Cases
Sporadic
Complaints
4
3

2
9

12
3

2
3

7

19

4

2

7

Total Transportation
Other single-event or
intem1ittent operations.
including circuit breaker
testing, target shooting.
rocket testing and body
shop

5

Steady stale neighborhood
sources. including
transformer substations,
residential air conditioning
Steady stare industrial
operations, including
blowers. general
manufacturing. chemical, oil
refineries. el cetera

7

7

10

24

Total Cases

22

14

19

55
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Figure D-7
Community Reaction to Intensive Noises of Many Types as a Function of the Normalized
Outdoor Day Night Sound Level oft he Intruding Noise 1
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I. Eldred, K. M.. "Community Noise", Environmental Protection Agency NTl D 300.3,
December 1971.
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ATTACHMENT 2
COMM UN ITY REACTIONS T O ' .VIND T URBINE NOISE FACILITI ES I N M A INE

Currently in December 20 I 0, neighbors living near Mars Hill. Freedom, and VinaU1aven wmd
facilities are complainmg vigorously about wind turbine noise and ha\ e been domg so since
lac1lity operation commenced. Data compiled lor Mars Hill as \veil as data acquired at
heedom and Vinalhaven have been charted tor communiry reaction wtth sound level versus
distance using the EPA's community noise impact assessment method provided in the 1974
Levels Document [A.2-I] and are prov1ded in this a!lachment tor comparison with community
reactions from nearby neighbors at the three facilities.
The process used lor this review analysis .:;tarts with converting the EPA's Ldn data to Leq.
To convert the EPA data from Ldn ro Lcq, wh1ch is used by the Mame DEP, a 6 dB factor IS
employed assuming steady operation da> and mght. For example. Ldn 55 equals an Leq of 49
dBA for a steady-stare noise source. Then. the community noise impact assessment for this
wind turbine site uses the following nonnabzing correction factors to the EPA's data to bnng
them into an analysis for Leq from wind turbines sited in rural areas:
0 dB for year round operauon,
10 dB for being located in <1 quiet area.
5 dB for no prior experience and,
5 dB lor impulsive character.
The resulting ranges or sound level for the normali7ed community no1sc reactions to wmd
turbines sited in rural areas were as foiiO\\S. The Levels Document [A.J-1] mdicates that the
standard deviation of these data is 3.3 dB about the1r means and an envelope of +5 dB encloses
approximately 90 percent ofthe cases.
"Vigorous action''
"Strong appeals to stop the 1101se"
"Widespread complaints"
"Sporadic complaints"
"No reaction"

45 to 53 dBA
44to51dBA
34 to 41 dBA
30 lo 35 dBA
24 lo 35 dBA

Then, the resulting community reactions were graphed by ranges of no1sc level listed above,
and correlated to the measured sound levels versus distance. in the charts below tor Mars Hill,
1-"reedom, and Vina lhaven. The charts clearly Illustrate the community reactions to those sites
that are now well known from news coverage.

A.2- l. To formation On Levels Of Environmental Noise Requisite To Protect Public Health And
Welfare With An Adequate Margin Of Safety, 550/9-74-004. March 1974.
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MARS HILL
Data lor Mars Hill ""ere obtained from the Sound Level Study, Compilation Of Ambient &
Quarterly Operations Sound Testing, Maine Department of Environmental Protection Order
No. L-21635-26-A-N. Highest measured hourly Leq levels are charted in Figure A.J-1 below
as sound level versus d istance 1i"om the nearcsl turbine. Nearby neighbors live as close as 800
teet out to several thousand feel from the turbine tine.

Figure A.3-l. - Noise Impact By Predicted Co mmunity Reaction, Mars Hill.
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DEP pernulled wind turbine noise levels of 50 dBA at nearby neighbors, and wirh an
administrative letter, then allowed noise levels above 50 dBA, which elicited the highest
negative community responses. "Strong appeals" and "Vigorous community action".
Netghbors launched a lawsuit in March 2009 that is still underway as of the date of this report.
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FREEDOM
Data for Freedom were acquired in 20 I 0 during several independent fie ld surveys by the
authors. Field measurements were made with Type I instrumentation witb calibration traceable
to NIST. and aU measurements were attended. with winds light or non-existent at the sound
meter and in trees nearby. but with moderate winds aloft tuming the wind turbines. Sound
levels are expected to be higher with stronger winds aloft. The wind turbine noise was
dominant in the levels reponed in tbe Figure 3-2 below.

Figure 3-2.- Noise Impact By Predicted Commu nity Reaction. Freedom.
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COlrnter to the Legislaturc·s intent, the DEP chose not to regulate the Beaver Ridge Wind
facility at all. Sound levels exceed 34 dBA within 4000 teet, resulting in 11 \Videspread
complaints 11 lor Lbose neighbors tiving wiLhin that range. For neighbors experiencing noise
levels above 44 elBA, ustrong appeals' 1 ancJ 'Vigorous community action" ensued with very
expensive Jjtigation borne by the residents from their own savings, and no relief to date.

10000
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VINAL HAVEN
Data for Freedom were acquired in February 20 I 0 during an independent field survey by the
authors. Field measurements were made with Type I instrumentation with calibration traceable
to NIST. and all measurements were attended. with winds light or non-existent at the sound
meter and in trees nearby. but with moderate wind~ aloft tuming the wind turbines. Sound
levels arc expected to be higher with stronger winds alon. The wmd turbine noise" as
dominant in tbe levels reponed in the Figure 3-3 below.
Figure 3-3. - Noi e Impact By Pred icted Communi ty Reaction. Vinalha' en.
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Sound levels exceed 34 dBA within several thousand feet. resulting in "Widespread
complaints" for nearby neighbors living within thal range. DEP permilled noise levels of 45
dBA at nearest neighbors (900 feet). who bave also experienced noise levels exceeding 45
dBA. exhibiting reactions including "Strong appeals to stop the noise" and "Vigorous
community action.'' retaining counsel. acquiring sound levels at their own expense and filing
complaints to the DEP. It should be noted that VinaU1avcn residents living more than a couple
t~lmiles mmy would have a predicted "No reaction" to the wind turbine facility noise
emissions. and that has been rite case.

